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ABSTRACT 
 
Especially because of the possible negative effects on the environment, predicting and 
understanding the evolution of gravity currents (GCs) is of considerable interest to both the 
engineering and geophysical communities.  Compositional GC flows produced by the instantaneous 
release of a finite-volume, heavier lock fluid in a channel, are investigated using high-resolution 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) at a Grashof number defined with the buoyancy velocity and the 
channel depth of 2.3×109.  The 3D simulation shows the KH billows do not preserve their structure 
across the width of the channel and break relatively rapidly into smaller 3D structures, similar to 
experimental observations.  The acceleration of this process and the variation in the characteristics 
of the lobes and clefts, developing at the front of the current are analyzed.  In the near-wall region 
beneath the head of the current, it is found the intensity of the turbulence is large enough to induce 
the formation of low and high streamwise velocity streaks, similar to the ones observed in turbulent 
constant-density channel flows.  As the turbulence decays, the streaky structure is found to 
disappear at some distance behind the front.  The spatial distribution of the bed shear stress beneath 
the current is analyzed in detail.  A streaky distribution is observed in the region immediately behind 
the front.  Beneath the remaining body of the current, several large spanwise bands of high and low 
bed shear stress are observed.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The case of a finite-volume lock-exchange flow corresponding to the collapse of a finite volume of 
heavier intrusion fluid into the lighter ambient fluid when the lock is released and its subsequent 
spreading over a bottom (horizontal) wall in the form of a gravity current (GC) is studied in the 
present paper. A classical example is related to locking operations in an urban estuarine environment 
where a salinity driven GC develops each time the facility is operated.  Saltwater intrusions can 
cause serious problems to the environment.  Moreover, a turbidity current is induced by the passage 
of the forcing salinity-driven GC propagating over a loose bed.  The bed morphology can change 
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significantly over time with unwanted effects on the environment and channel navigability.  
Accurate prediction of the bed morphology changes requires knowledge of the spatial and temporal 
distributions of the bed shear stress in GCs In the case of finite-volume lock-release GCs in straight 
open channels (Fig. 1a), a lateral wall is present at one of the ends of the channel. The heavier lock 
fluid initially occupies a finite volume between the lateral wall and the lock gate. This case is the 
main focus of the present paper.  Only the case of a compositional Boussinesq GC is considered.   
For finite-volume lock-exchange GCs several distinct phases (e.g., see Rottman & Simpson, 
1983) can be identified in the evolution of the current.  A short acceleration phase (Fig. 1b) is 
present immediately after the release of the lock gate.  A bore of lighter fluid is observed to form 
concomitantly with the main gravity current containing heavier fluid in the lower part of the 
channel.  The bore and front of the current propagate with about the same speed initially.  Over this 
initial acceleration phase the velocity at the front of the bore and at the front of the bottom GC 
increases sharply from zero.  The front velocity of the bore then starts decreasing as it starts 
interacting with the lateral wall, while the front velocity of the GC continues to vary before reaching 
a relatively constant value that characterizes the next (slumping) phase of evolution of the GC.  
Once the bore propagating backwards (Figure 1a) has reflected from the end wall (Fig. 1c), a flow of 
lighter fluid than the one inside the GC starts propagating toward the front of the current in the form 
of a wave of depression with a relatively constant velocity (Ubore) that is slightly higher than the 
front velocity (Uf).  At this point the current is in the slumping phase.  The inviscid self-similar 
phase starts when the forward propagating bore reaches the front of the current (Fig. 1d).  From this 
moment the front velocity is not constant anymore and the front velocity decays in time following a 
power law with a negative coefficient (Uf~t-1/3).  Hoult (1972) obtained a self-similar solution of the 
shallow water equations that describes this phase.  The flow is determined by the balance between 
the inertial force of the GC and the buoyancy force induced by the horizontal density gradient.  If 
the channel is long enough such that viscous effects become dominant, the current will transition to 
the viscous phase.  During this phase, the flow at the front decelerates faster (Uf~t-4/5) and the 
current head further decreases in height (Rottman & Simpson, 1983).  
The lock-exchange flow corresponding to a bottom compositional GC in a channel with a 
lateral end wall was studied experimentally and analytically by among others, Rottman & Simpson 
(1983), Hacker et al. (1996) and Shin et al. (2004).  In these experiments the evolution of the GC 
over the slumping and inertial phases was studied.     
 
 
Figure 1. Sketch showing main phases of development of a finite channel lock release flow; a)  
Boundary conditions used in simulations; b) GC immediately after gate is removed with bore 
propagating toward wall; c) GC in the slumping phase; d) GCin the self-similar inviscid phase. 
                         
2. NUMERICAL METHOD AND SIMULATION SETUP 
 
The numerical solver is a finite-volume non-dissipative DNS/LES code (Pierce and Moin, 2001) 
that solves the conservative form of the Navier-Stokes equations on non-uniform Cartesian meshes.  
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A semi-implicit iterative method that employs a staggered space-time discretization is used to 
advance the equations in time while ensuring second order accuracy in both space and time.  The 
density variations between the lock fluid and the channel fluid are sufficiently small such that the 
Boussinesq approximation can be applied to account for buoyancy effects.  The sub-grid scale 
(SGS) viscosity and diffusivity are calculated dynamically (see Pierce and Moin, 2001).  The length 
scale in the finite-volume lock fluid simulations is set equal to the channel depth h.  The buoyancy 
velocity, hgub '= ,  is used to scale the velocities.  The associated time scale is t0=h/ub.  The 
Grashof number defined with ub and the channel depth is 2.3*109 identical to the one used in the 
corresponding experiment (case C) of Hacker et al. (1996).  The length of the computational domain 
was 13.5h and its width was 0.768h close to the dimensions used in the experiment.  The initial lock 
fluid extends up to the free surface.  The molecular Schmidt number is equal to 600 which 
corresponds to saline diffusion in water.  In agreement with the experimental setup of Hacker et al. 
(1996), the top surface of the open channel was treated as a slip boundary (zero shear). The flow 
field was initialized with the fluid at rest, i.e., ui = 0. The non-dimensional concentration field was 
initialized with a constant value of one in the lock region and a constant value of zero inside the 
channel. 
The initial aspect ratio of the lock fluid, R=h/x0 (xo is the initial lock length) is equal to 1.78.  
The Reynolds numbers defined with the front velocity and the channel half depth (Ref = Uf(h/2)/ν) is 
close to 11,000 during the slumping phase. Thus, the flow inside the current is expected to be 
turbulent, at least in the region behind the front.  The size of the grid was 3072×160×72.  The typical 
size of a cell was 0.0045h in the streamwise direction, 0.018h in the vertical direction and 0.012h in 
the spanwise direction.  Near the end and bottom walls, the cell size in the wall-normal direction 
was decreased to ∆n=0.001h.  Assuming conservatively uτ/Uf~0.04 and Uf/ub~0.5 this translates into 
∆n+<1 wall unit. 
 
3. EVOLUTION OF THE GRAVITY CURRENT 
 
A zone of intense mixing and strong three-dimensionality, which is common to all the simulations, 
was observed behind the head.  Three-dimensional structures known as lobes and clefts start 
forming at the front of the GC toward the end of the initial acceleration phase.  The spanwise-
averaged concentration contour plots in Figure 2 visualize the evolution of the GC in the simulation 
and experiments (Hacker et al., 1996).  The arrow indicates the position of the reflected bore.  
Figure 2a shows that the flow is relatively symmetric with respect to the initial position of the gate 
(x0=0.56h) before the bore hits the end wall (t<1.8t0).  Interfacial billows start forming on the 
interface between the lock fluid and the lighter ambient fluid.  The mixing is strongest in the 
interface region.  As the current develops (subsequent frames in Figure 2), the interfacial vortices 
grow in size, are stretched and deformed by 3D flow instabilities and eventually break into smaller, 
highly 3D turbulent eddies before diffusing in the ambient flow.  As the coherence and energy of the 
large-scale KH billows diminish, small-scale mixing phenomena become dominant.  As a 
consequence, the flow in the interface region and over most of the body of the GC becomes mildly 
stratified. 
Comparison of the distributions of the concentration contours in Figures 2a to 2j show that the 
simulation successfully captures the overall shape of the GC during the slumping phase, the 
dimensions of the region of unmixed fluid at the head and the formation of the stratified tail region 
in which the action of the small 3D turbulent eddies is very efficient in enhancing the mixing.  For 
example, the length and shape of the unmixed region at the head are very well reproduced in the 3D 
simulation at t/t0=5.6 (Fig. 2e).  In the later stages of the slumping phase (Fig. 2j), the concentration 
distribution in the mildly stratified region behind the head is well predicted.  In the 3D simulation, 
the growth of the 3D instabilities and their interaction with the KH vortices shed in the formation 
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region behind the front was captured well. Figure 3 visualizes the interface between the GC and the 
ambient using a concentration isosurface (C=0.5) at t=16t0 during the inviscid phase.  Shifting lobes 
divided by deep clefts can be observed in the front part of the advancing head.  Billows that are  
formed due to the amplification of the KH instabilities are present in the shear zone (mixing layer) at 
the upper part of the head region between the front (x~7.2h) and x~6.0h.  Though these structures 
are deformed in the spanwise direction, the billows appear to extend over most of the entire width of 
the computational domain (~1h), suggesting that the formation of these structures is a predominantly 
2D process.  The lobes and clefts at the front (Fig. 4) induce noticeable 3D perturbations of the cores 
of the KH billows in the formation region at this stage of the evolution of the current, as observed in 
the insets showing the front region.  This differs from the flow evolution during the slumping phase 
when the interaction between the KH billows in the formation region and the lobes is reduced. The 
flow inside the head region is strongly turbulent.  The 3D turbulent eddies from the near bottom-
wall region are swept into the upper parts of the head where they disturb the interfacial vortices and 
force the transition to turbulence in the mixing layer.  Behind the head region the flow remains 
strongly turbulent for a relatively long distance, but the energy balance between the small scales and 
the large scales changes as one gets away from the head region.  The energy associated with the 
small scales is growing substantially while the coherence of the large-scale coherent structures is 
practically lost.  The region with x<6h is populated with small scale energetic eddies that are very 
effective in enhancing the local mixing. Eventually, these small-scale eddies, that lose their energy 
by mixing the lock and ambient fluid (see second inset in Figure 3), dissipate and the flow starts to 
relaminarize.  For example, at t~16t0, this happens in the region where x<2.5h over which the 
interface deformations are hardly observable. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Evolution of gravity current for case C. Concentration (density) contours at subsequent 
front positions, l=(xf-x0)/x0, and non-dimensional simulation times, t/t0: 3-D spanwise averaged 
(left); experimental results of Hacker et al (right). a) t/t0=1.7; b) t/t0=2.7; c) t/t0=3.7; d) t/t0=4.6; e) 
t/t0=5.6; f) t/t0=6.6; g) t/t0=8.6; h) t/t0=10.4; i) t/t0=11.6; j) t/t0=12.4 
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The non-dimensional front, Fr=Uf/ub, and bore, Ubore/ub, velocities during the slumping phase 
are 0.45 and 0.62, respectively.  The values of Ref are 10,900 in the simulation and 10,755 in 
experiment.  The GC finishes its transition to the inviscid phase at t~20t0 when the decay of the front 
velocity in time becomes proportional to t-1/3. The average and maximum size of the lobes (see Fig. 
4) are 0.065h and 0.14h, respectively, during the constant velocity slumping phase (Ref~10,900).  
These values are within 10% of the experimental observations of Simpson (1972).  The average and 
maximum lobe sizes are 0.09h and 0.19h during the self-similar phase at t/t0=29 when Ref~4,600.  
The mean size of the lobes measured by Simpson (1972) is around 0.095h, in excellent agreement 
with the simulation.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Visualization of GC interface using a concentration isosurface (C = 0.5) with inset 
showing development of the lobe and cleft structures at the front and decay of turbulence 
behind the current at t/t0=16.0. 
 
a) b)  
Figure 4.  Visualization of the development of the lobe and cleft instability in the x-z plane situated 
at a distance of y/h=0.016 from the bottom wall.  Consecutive lines indicate front position at a time 
interval of ∆t/t0= 1. a) during slumping phase starting at t/t0=3; b) during inviscid phase starting at 
t/t0=26. 
 
 
4. COHERENT STRUCTURES IN THE NEAR-WALL REGION AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE WALL SHEAR STRESS 
High and low speed velocity streaks are expected to form very close to the bed, as the Reynolds 
number defined with the height of the current in the head region and the front velocity is well above 
5,000 over the slumping phase and over the initial part of the self-similar phase.  To investigate this, 
the streamwise velocity contours in a horizontal plane situated at y+~11 from the bottom wall are 
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plotted in Fig. 5b along with the out-of-plane vorticity contours on the bottom wall (two vertical 
vorticity levels of equal magnitude but of opposite sign are shown in Fig. 5a) at t/t0=5 during the 
slumping phase.  To make the analysis of the structure of the near-wall flow relative to the position 
of the head of the current easier to follow, the concentration contours in an x-y plane at the same 
time instant are shown in Fig. 5c.  A streaky structure is present in the vorticity contours over the 
entire length of the head region (0.5<x/h<2.8).  These vorticity streaks are clearly associated with 
the high and low streamwise velocity streaks that develop in the immediate vicinity of the bottom 
wall, as observed by comparing the corresponding velocity and vorticity streaks in Figs. 5a and 5b.  
The velocity streaks at that position (y+~11), however, appear to extend only from the front position 
(x=2.8h) to x~1.3h.  Between x=1.9h and x=0.5h, the variations in the streamwise velocity appear 
mostly to be associated with the presence of KH billows at the interface.  These billows induce 
relatively large spanwise bands of low and high streamwise velocity and bed shear stress (see also 
discussion of Fig. 6).  Observe, for example, the spanwise band of low streamwise velocity present 
at x~1.7h and the band of high streamwise velocity at x~0.75h.  As shown in Fig. 5a, streaks are 
present up to the rear of the head region but the additional velocity induced by the billows present in 
the interface region sometimes masks their presence in the streamwise velocity plot in Fig. 5b. 
a)  
b)  
c)  
Figure 5.  Visualization of the flow structure in the near wall region at t/t0=5. a) vertical vorticity 
contours (vertical view from below); b) streamwise velocity contours showing the high and low 
speed streaks in a plane located at y+~11 from the bottom wall; c) spanwise-averaged concentration 
distribution showing the GC. 
  
To be able to estimate the scour produced by each passage of the current, information on the 
bed shear stress distribution at the different stages of its evolution is necessary.  Figures 6a to 6d 
compare the friction velocity distributions (uτ/ub) at t/t0=2, 4, 8 and 16, respectively.  The position 
and shape of the GC is also shown using spanwise-averaged concentration contours.  The variation 
of the spanwise-averaged friction velocity in the streamwise direction (solid line) is shown in Fig. 7.  
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The variation of the friction velocity in a plane z=constant is also shown (dashed line) to get a better 
idea on the spanwise variability of the distribution of uτ.  
 
    
a)  
    
b)  
    
c)  
    
d)  
Figure 6.  Distribution of the friction velocity uτ /ub on the bottom wall and spanwise averaged 
concentration contours. a) t/t0=2; b) t/t0=4;c) t/t0=8; d) t/t0=16. 
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At t=2t0, toward the end of the acceleration phase, the overall shape of the GC in both 
simulations is similar and the flow is close to 2D.  The same is true for the distribution of uτ/ub 
which shows no variation in the spanwise direction, except inside the relatively narrow band starting 
at the front, where streamwise streaks of large uτ values are observed.  These streaks are clearly 
delimited and followed by a short region of low uτ values over the whole span. 
By t=4t0, at the start of the slumping phase, the region of high values of uτ has grown in both 
simulations.  The streaks near the front became more irregular, their length and width has grown, 
and their number has decreased from 22 to about 11.  The positions of these patches of high uτ 
values appear to correlate with that of the primary and secondary lobes forming at the front.  Thin 
streaks of relatively high friction velocity, that correspond to the high speed streaks above the bed 
are observed between x/h=1.1 and x/h=1.7.  Additionally, a spanwise band, inside which the values 
of uτ are comparable to those observed at the front of the current, is present around x/h=0.4.  The 
large values are induced by the quasi 2D KH billows present around x/h~0.4.  The other narrow 
band around x/h=1.1 where the values of uτ are relatively high, is also due to the presence of a large 
billow in the interface region.   
Figure 6c shows the distributions of uτ at t=8t0, near the end of the slumping phase.  The 
region containing the streaks of high uτ values behind the front has enlarged to 1.4h from 0.9h at 
t=4t0.  The only other region where relatively high uτ values are observed is around x/h=1.7, behind 
the KH billows centered at x/h=2.2.  The fact that the position of the spanwise band of high uτ 
values does not correspond exactly to the one of the billows can be surprising, at first.  In fact, 
inspection of several frames has shown that in most cases a band of large uτ values is present 
between two KH billows in the interface region.  
a)   
b)  
c)  
d)  
Figure 7.  Streamwise variation of the 3D spanwise-averaged (solid red line) and 3D instantaneous 
friction velocity on the bottom wall. a) t/t0=2; b) t/t0=4; c) t/t0=8; d) t/t0=16. 
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Figure 6d shows the distributions of uτ/ub during the inertial phase at t=16t0 when the front 
velocity and the local Reynolds number have decayed to less than 50% of their values during the 
slumping phase.  The only region where the values of uτ are comparable to the largest levels 
observed during the slumping phase are situated behind the front and over a part of the spanwise 
band centered at x/h=4.9 that forms between two KH billows situated at 4.4h and 5.7h.  
The spanwise averaged plots of uτ/ub in Fig. 7 serve to quantify the differences in the spatial 
and temporal evolution of the bed-friction velocity during the evolution of the GC.  The largest 
values of uτ/ub are close to 0.04.   If one arbitrarily defines a threshold value for sediment 
entrainment to occur at values larger than half of this value, then one can see that the length of the 
region which cannot entrain sediment behind the front of the current increases from about 0.2h at 
t=4t0 to 1.3h at t=8t0 and to 4.5h at t=16t0.  
 
5.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
Evolution of Boussinesq gravity currents formed in a finite-volume lock-release flow was studied 
using 3D LES at a Grashof / Reynolds number sensibly higher than those previously attempted 
using 3D DNS (Gr=106-108) and for longer simulation times.  This allowed the study of the flow 
physics during part of the inviscid phase.  
The model was found to successfully capture most of the global parameters characterizing the 
evolution of finite-volume lock-exchange currents.  Their structure was found to be similar to the 
one observed in the experiments of Hacker et al. (1996) and Rottman & Simpson (1983).  The 3D 
simulation successfully captured the development of the lobe-and-cleft structure at the leading edge 
of the current head, the shedding of the KH billows from the front region and their subsequent 
deformation, stretching and breaking into small scale 3D structures that strongly enhanced the 
mixing at the interface between the GC and the surrounding fluid. 
High and low speed velocity streaks associated with the presence of hairpin vortices, similar to 
the ones observed in turbulent flow over no-slip surfaces, were identified in the near-bed region 
beneath the head of the GC.  These streaks were observed to influence the shear stress distribution 
behind the front.  As the turbulence started decaying in the tail and the flow transitioned back to a 
laminar state behind the current, the streaky structure was found to disappear.  A streaky distribution 
of uτ was observed to occur over some distance behind the front.  In addition, several spanwise 
bands of high and low uτ values were observed to form behind the front region.  Their position was 
related to the large-scale billows present in the interface region.  
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